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Do you need some impressive cookies for a bake sale or fundraiser?Â Is it your turn to bring treats
to your company meeting?Â Or maybe you'dÂ simply like to offer your family a delicious
homemade dessert after dinner tonight?This collection of 13 homemade cookie recipes by
best-selling author Kathy Wilson will walk you though the process of making all of your favorite
cookies - starting each recipe with a regular box of cake mix!These recipes are so easy to make
that even your kids will be able to makeÂ great-tasting cookies ofÂ their own, without needing to
measure flour, sugar, salt, or baking soda. (Yep, these ingredients are already pre-measured and
ready to go in a box of cake mix)!Here Are Some of the Delicious Cake Mix Cookie Recipes You'll
Get...Â ~ Amazing Chocolate Chip CookiesÂ ~ Perfect Peanut Butter CookiesÂ ~ Chewy Oatmeal
CookiesÂ ~ Luscious Red Velvet Cookies, and nine more!Plus, Kathy's book is entertaining...Kathy
didn't want to release 'just another recipe book'. She wanted to make her book special. And she's
accomplished this goal by making her cake mix cookie book a book that's fun to read cover to
cover.You'll meet Kathy's family, and you'll hear some of the sarcastic comments her 17 year old
daughter makes as Kathy dictates recipes for this book.So, Don't Wait!Scroll up and click the Buy
Button right now and make some Delicious Cake Mix Cookies today!
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I grabbed this today as a free selection and it is worth it! The author has provided a few popular (by
American standards) cookie recipes that can be made by store bought cake mixes and a few other
key ingredients. She has added in a bit of satire and it was a cute addition. If you are looking for a
quick & easy recipe for some of your old fav's. This will work well. I really like that she included the
basic recipe in the beginning for those who are able to add their own likes and create away. Also,
formatted well and nice direction. Pictures of each cookie would have been great for a 5 star short
and basic recipe book. 4 stars because the recipes are easy, quick, and work well- & again, the
basic recipe gives the ability to expand a little. Also, easy for younger kids to get into baking.

While these recipes look and sound great, They must be rather old. These need to be updated due
to the fact that the "Amounts/measurements" are not accurate. Good luck finding cake mixes that
are 18.25 oz. Like everything else, you are paying more, and getting less. Most cake mixes are now
only 14 to 15 oz. At the time these were written, most mixes probably were 18.25 oz. Ms. Wilson
needs to rewrite, or give us a way to adjust other ingredients to make up for the lesser amounts in
the cake mix boxes. Remember, even a "Pint" of Haagen-Dazes is now only 14oz. Kleenex tissues
are even smaller now. (By about an inch).Every recipe calls for an 18.25oz box. Less dry
ingredients must change the nature and ratio of the recipe. I didn't want to risk a failure with
expensive ingredients. I did find ONE box of Duncan Hines Red velvet cake mix at 18.25oz. I will try
that one. All other brands and flavors were smaller.

I was a bit hesitant about the measurements, since a box of cake mix is only about 15 ounces. But I
tried the double chocolate chip cookies last night with the 15 oz cake mix, without varying the other
ingredients, and they were amazing! They rival anything that I have bought in the supermarket. I will
be trying the other cookies without adjusting the measurements and we'll see how it goes. But if
they all turn out like the double chocolate chip then I am not worried at all!

I have made cookies using cake mixes for many years. So when this recipe book became available,
I got it. I've made a couple of the recipes and they were very good. I plan to make more of them as
we draw near to the Christmas holidays.

For a single person, a whole cake takes forever to eat and it dries out. This is a great idea to have a
few fresh baked cookies. I have cabinets full of recipe books that require too many ingredients and
too many dishes to wash to make anything. Thank you very much.

Quick and easy cookies can be made by children under supervision and offering them the
opportunity to bake and relish what they have cooked! Recommended for those with a bunch of
mischievous children like me working with them!!!Anand from Mauritius

All the cookies sound really delicious and even better, preparation is so simple! I also really enjoyed
how the author made the book fun through the banter with her daughter. Nice variety of recipes for
all tastes too.

my son loves to bake as well so will be baking up a few of these together.these sound much better
then the basic cake mix recipe.directions were easy to read and understand.some recipes may
need alittle adjustment where liquids are concerned if the cake box size is differente then whats
called for. just add in liquids alittle at a time while stirring.adding applesauce or mashed bananas to
a recipe may also need slightly less liquids added. again, just add in liquids slowly while stirring
instead of just dumping in called for liquids all at once.I usually do it that way whenever I try a new
baking recipe.this is going into my go to collection I titled kitchen cookbook shelf. :)
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